We: Bring a “w” hand from R shoulder to L shoulder.

Are: Touch R index finger to lips.

The world: Circle both “W” fingers around each other and end up with R hand on top of L wrist.

We are the: See above.

Children: Use both hands to pretend to pat children on the head.

We are the: See above.

Ones: Hold up R index finger.

To make: Twist R fist on top of L.

A brighter: Start with your fingertips touching thumbs then burst both jazz hands in front of face.

Day: Place the elbow of the bent R arm, hand straight up, index finger extended, on top of the L arm, which is held parallel to your body. Lower the R arm to the L as if the sun is setting.

So let’s: Move both parallel blade hands away from your body.

Start: Turn R index finger in between L index finger and middle finger as if it is a key starting a car.

Giving: Turn both hands over from palms down to up as if giving a present.

There’s: Point R index finger away from you.

A choice: Bring the bent thumb and the index finger of the R hand from the open L hand, palms facing each other, like selecting something.

We’re: Same as “we are” above.

Making: Twist R fist on top of L.
We’re: Same as “we are” above.

Saving: Bring both “s” hands, wrists crossed in front of chest and palms facing in, outward by twisting the wrists away from each other like loosening chains of bandage.

Our own: “O” hand from R shoulder to L.

Lives: Bring both “L” hands up from waist to chest.

It’s true: Bring index finger from lips out.

We: See above.

Make: see above

A better: Move the little finger side of the R hand, palm left, across the index finger of the left “b” hand at 90 degree angles, then move it to the forearm.

Day: See above.

Just you: Point at audience.

And me: Point to self.